Fahd Batayneh: (9/25/2017 14:59) Hello Everyone
Zied bouziri: (15:00) hello
Zahr BG: (15:01) Hello
Mahdi Taghizadeh: (15:02) Hey Fahd!
Fahd Batayneh: (15:02) Hey Mahdi
Hadia Elminiawi: (15:03) hello all
Manal Ismail: (15:03) Hello everyone :) !!
Tijani BEN JEMAA: (15:04) Hi there
Baher Esmat: (15:06) Hi everyone
Chokri Ben Romdhane: (15:07) hi , all we will start now?
Farzaneh Badii: (15:07) works for me. change browser?
Manal Ismail: (15:08) working well from my side too ..
Manal Ismail: (15:08) Walid your voice is faint ..
Mahdi Taghizadeh: (15:08) I had the same problem with Adobe Connect last week; I reinstalled (updated to latest version) and it fixed.
Chokri Ben Romdhane: (15:09) or just adobe connect plugin should be active
Chokri Ben Romdhane: (15:10) https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__helpx.adobe.com_adobe-2Dconnect_connect-2Ddownloads-2Dupdates.html&d=DwICaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwl3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=rmP0qwNw863-
DBJKjDWWjRnXpyJ5zUms238OGFF9xeQ&m=EL4Zfv_eQ6tM2_tjrqaXgekOA1zFdUYZH3D51dMn1A&sf=elMtX_ige5LmFxHwLA13SwrdxBlb97sbWILywWwl&e=
Hadia Elminiawi: (15:12) the deadline for the draft is tomorrow therefor i think that it is not fair to share it now
Farzaneh Badii: (15:14) https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__docs.google.com_document_d_1JZ516lIv7f0tF7vQxxhVEsZhmvK-5FKojS79zIkJN8Vlo_edit&d=DwICaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwl3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=rmP0qwNw863-
DBJKjDWWjRnXpyJ5zUms238OGFF9xeQ&m=EL4Zfv_eQ6tM2_tjrqaXgekOA1zFdUYZH3D51dMn1A&sf=VFye7cTrPeebalaK7qtBoIeesQF72bu9mzoq3aviM3A&e=
Zakir: (15:15) yes, loud and clear. we can.
Hadia Elminiawi: (15:15) yes tijani
Mahdi Taghizadeh: (15:15) Yes, we do.
Zakir: (15:17) no voice here.
Michael Oghia: (15:17) I;m here now
Chokri Ben Romdhane: (15:18) @hi mike and @zakir
Farzaneh Badii: (15:18) I am a part of the group
Zakir: (15:18) Hi Chokri. thanks for noticing we are here. :)
Ines Hfaiedh: (15:19) Hi everyone
Manal Ismail: (15:21) is this draft still within a small drafting group or has been shared on the list? Apologies if I have missed such a communication..
Zakir: (15:21) I think its among the group. Cuz I did not see it either, on the list.
Baher Esmat: (15:22) it is on Google docs https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__docs.google.com_document_d_1JZ516lIv7f0tF7vQxxhVEsZhmvK-5FKojS79zIkJN8Vlo_edit&d=DwICaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwl3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=rmP0qwNw863-
Manal Ismail: (15:22) has this been shared on the list Baher?
Farzaneh Badii: (15:23) No Manal we need to first finalize the first draft as Tijani said
Baher Esmat: (15:23) I think I got it because I'm on the sub group list
Farzaneh Badii: (15:23) I agree with Tijani
Zakir: (15:24) @Baher, that's what I was thinking. So for now, this is among the sub group only.
Manal Ismail: (15:24) @Farzaneh & Baher thanks for the clarification..
Zakir: (15:24) +1 Tijani.
Manal Ismail: (15:24) So I assume we are not discussing the substance now, right?
Zakir: (15:26) yes, it's between the sub group for now.
Manal Ismail: (15:27) Thanks Walid for the clarification..
Zakir: (15:27) once it is open to the group for comments tomorrow, we can then.
Manal Ismail: (15:27) Thanks Zakir .. Noted :)..
Zakir: (15:28) -------------------------Sorry-------------------I am stepping out for 5 min----------------------
------- be back.
Hadia Elminawi: (15:29) Thank you Tijani for putting a very clear deadline for the development and adoption of the statement
Tijani BEN JEMAA: (15:30) Thank you for your active contribution Hedia
Zahr BG 2: (15:30) voice is duplicated
Hosein Badran: (15:31) voice is fine for me
Manal Ismail: (15:31) Can all dates and times be shared in writing on the mailing list when settled and final please?
Michael Oghia: (15:32) +1 Manal
Baher Esmat: (15:32) @Manal will share them as soon as they are confirmed
Zakir: (15:32) That would be better.
Manal Ismail: (15:33) Thanks Baher..
Tijani BEN JEMAA: (15:34) Hedia, you can tell me what's needed from Habib, and I will call him and inform him
Mahdi Taghizadeh: (15:35) I'm available but I'm somewhere I can't talk!
Hadia Elminawi: (15:35) @Tijani I think Habib already confirmed his attendance
Tijani BEN JEMAA: (15:35) Ok great
Mahdi Taghizadeh: (15:36) As I said in the discussion it's negatively affecting Iranian people and yes, Farzi knows everything about this.
Mahdi Taghizadeh: (15:36) Over to you Farzi.
Mahdi Taghizadeh: (15:37) Farzi, we had also a recent case with Resello, limiting Iranians' access to their domain names and asking more money to let them renew their domain names.
Zakir: (15:37) the resellerclub issue I guess.. which as registrar moved to the US and then had to follow the local laws and regulations.
Mahdi Taghizadeh: (15:39) @Zakir: Resello's recent case was kind of ransom! They announced those clients with suspicious transactions from countries under sanction will be fined to pay more than normal to renew their domain names!
Zakir: (15:39) ahan. thanks for the update Farzi.
Zakir: (15:39) thank you Mahdi.
Mahdi Taghizadeh: (15:40) @Zakir, you're welcome. I have the screenshots of the announcement in case needed.
Chokri Ben Romdhane: (15:43) + @Michael
Chokri Ben Romdhane: (15:44) sound is out
khouloud Dawahi: (15:45) we hear you now walid
Tijani BEN JEMAA: (15:46) Fahd, I have the audio cutting on Adobe connect
Farzaneh Badii: (15:46) Sorry everyone I have to leave. Will talk soon and see you in Abu Dhabi
sogand(Iran): (15:46) me too
Zakir: (15:46) @mike, noted. thank you. Lets get in touch on these points and discuss sometime soon.
Tijani BEN JEMAA: (15:46) and it does it for all speakers
Chokri Ben Romdhane: (15:47) the other goal of the firts topic is to move from genre issue when developing the strategy to a specific and technical task during this phase
Michael Oghia: (15:48) Sounds good @Zakir. Let me know when you're free
Chokri Ben Romdhane: (15:49) this can be done by the subgroup within the group
Chokri Ben Romdhane: (15:50) @michael me too
Michael Oghia: (15:51) Wonderful Chokri, of course
Zakir: (15:53) voice is broken at my end.
Manal Ismail: (15:54) can't hear Hadia now ..
Tijani BEN JEMAA: (15:56) Sorry, I have to leave now
Tijani BEN JEMAA: (15:56) Bye
Hadia Elminiawi: (15:56) Thank you Tijani bye
khouloud Dawahi: (15:56) bye
Mahdi Taghizadeh: (15:57) Thank you all! Bye!
sogand(Iran): (15:57) thank you all, bye
Hadia Elminiawi: (15:57) Thank you Walid and all
Michael Oghia: (15:57) Thanks!
Ines Hfaiedh: (15:57) thank you bye all
Manal Ismail: (15:57) Thanks everyone .. Bye ..
Baher Esmat: (15:57) Thank you
Zakir: (15:57) thank you.
Chokri Ben Romdhane: (15:57) Thank you for all